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Abstract Previous research has described the significant

role that social interaction plays in both the acquisition and

use of speech by parrots. The current study analyzed the

speech of one home-raised African Grey parrot (Psittacus

erithacus erithacus) across three different social contexts:

owner interacting with parrot in the same room, owner and

parrot interacting out of view in adjacent rooms, and parrot

home alone. The purpose was to determine the extent to

which the subject’s speech reflected an understanding of

the contextual substitutability (e.g., the word street can be

substituted in context for the word road) of the vocaliza-

tions that comprised the units in her repertoire (i.e., global

co-occurrence of repertoire units; Burgess in Behav Res

Methods Instrum Comput 30:188–198, 1998; Lund and

Burgess in Behav Res Methods Instrum Comput

28:203–208, 1996). This was accomplished via the human

language model hyperspace analog to language (HAL).

HAL is contextually driven and bootstraps language

‘‘rules’’ from input without human intervention. Because

HAL does not require human tutelage, it provided an

objective measure to empirically examine the parrot’s

vocalizations. Results indicated that the subject’s vocali-

zation patterns did contain global co-occurrence. The

presence of this quality in this nonhuman’s speech may be

strongly indicative of higher-order cognitive skills.

Keywords African Grey parrot � Psittacus erithacus

erithacus � Animal communication � Hyperspace analog to

language � Language modeling � Global co-occurrence

Introduction

Much research and debate has focused on defining lan-

guage and examining its components in a comparative

framework (e.g., Bickerton 1990; Christiansen and Kirby

2003; Evans and Levinson 2009; Hauser et al. 2007;

Tomasello and Herrmann 2010; Weiss and Newport 2006;

Weiss and Santos 2006; Wilbrecht and Nottebohm 2003;

Zuberbühler 2005). One species in particular, the African

Grey parrot (Psittacus erithacus erithacus), both acquires

and uses speech in manners very similar to children

learning and using language. Given the many similarities

which will be described further below, the current study
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borrowed linguistic analysis techniques to examine the

language-like behavior of one parrot for evidence of

higher-order linguistic features.

Children absorb language by listening to social partners;

in other words, they use adults to model language (Elman

1995). Such indirect learning has been documented in the

nonhuman literature as well (e.g., bonobos, Pan paniscus,

Savage-Rumbaugh and Lewin 1994). Pepperberg (e.g.,

1994, 1999) trained her African Grey parrots to use speech

by adapting Todt’s (1975) model/rival (M/R) training

technique. In Pepperberg’s method, two lab assistants

modeled a training session by asking and answering

questions and modeling both correct and incorrect

responses and their respective outcomes. While this was

done entirely in a laboratory setting, it is a surprisingly

good approximation of how a child or parrot might develop

speech communication skills in a home setting on a day-to-

day basis—by observing conversations (and outcomes

thereof) and, when vocabulary is sufficiently developed,

participating.

In addition to the commonality of indirect learning of

speech, parrots and humans also use their natural com-

munication systems to foster strong, positive bonds among

individuals. Wild pair-bonded parrots (Berg et al. 2012;

Cruickshank et al. 1993) and home-raised parrots and their

pair-bonded caregivers (Colbert-White et al. 2011) have

been documented using contact calls—sets of common

vocalizations that family members, flock mates, and pair

mates use to maintain contact during times of visual sep-

aration (Bergman and Reinisch 2006; Farabaugh et al.

1994; Rowley 1990; Wright 1996). There is evidence that

initial pairing is due to preliminary similarity in calls

(Moravec et al. 2006)—a difficult parallel to make for pair

bonds between domestic parrots and humans. However,

there is also evidence for a great deal of convergence of

contact calls after pairing in both wild and captive birds

(Baker 2010; Balsby and Bradbury 2009; Balsby and Scarl

2008; Bartlett and Slater 1999; Brittan-Powell et al. 1997;

Chaiken et al. 1997; Farabaugh et al. 1994; Hile et al. 2000;

Hile and Striedter 2000; Moravec et al. 2006; Scarl and

Bradbury 2009; Sewall 2009; Wright et al. 2008). Addi-

tionally, there is evidence that pairs can possess multiple,

acoustically distinct calls (Cortopassi and Bradbury 2006).

For pet parrots, then, these data lend support to the argu-

ment that speech use may be linked with features of par-

rots’ natural history which predispose them to acquire

acoustically distinct vocalizations for maintaining social

relationships with their human caregivers.

We posit that speech use by parrots reflects an adapta-

tion of preexisting communication skills used in the wild.

Wild parrots live and forage in highly social groups;

therefore, individuals need to both recognize and read the

signals of conspecifics (Wilbrecht and Nottebohm 2003).

When parrots are human-reared, however, the social

‘‘group’’ consists of the human family, and parrots’ ability

to recognize and read the signals of others may transfer to

their new social group (see Hare et al. 2002 and Udell et al.

2008a, b, for example, of this situation in dogs). Because

the subject of this study is a home-reared bird, our methods

and conclusions are grounded in this notion of a transfer of

natural social behavior.

The extent to which parrots’ use of speech mirrors that

of their human ‘‘flock’’ members has been tested rigorously

in the lab. For example, Pepperberg’s work has demon-

strated that live tutors are necessary for parrots to learn

referential English labels. That is to say, like humans

(Anderson and Pempek 2005; Barr and Hayne 1999;

DeLoache et al. 2010; Hayne et al. 2003; Krcmar et al.

2007; Robb et al. 2009), parrots do not learn as well from

videotapes, even when their attention is directed by human

tutors or when rewards are provided for the viewing of the

videos (Pepperberg 1993, 1994; Pepperberg et al. 1999;

Pepperberg and McLaughlin 1996).

Pepperberg has also identified a form of mutual exclu-

sivity in parrots (Pepperberg and Wilcox 2000, for defini-

tions of terms more commonly used in the study of

language in humans, refer to Table 1), which guides chil-

dren’s early label learning, as well as a three-part technique

she termed referential mapping (Pepperberg 1990). In the

referential mapping procedure, Pepperberg first instructed

trainers to respond to Alex the parrot’s vocalizations as if

he understood what he was vocalizing to aid in connecting

labels to objects. She then employed the M/R technique

(see Pepperberg 1981 and Todt 1975) to further demon-

strate the unique outcomes of the vocalizations being

learned. Finally, object labels were repeated as the parrot

interacted with objects. As a result of referential mapping,

Alex’s use of labels in spontaneous conversation went

beyond mere association of word and object—falling

between fast mapping and full mapping—and eventually

approached full mapping according to Pepperberg.

Empirical data also showed that Alex understood that

labels were built of individual units, which could be

recombined to form novel, referential labels (Pepperberg

2001, 2007). As an aside, referential labeling is argued to

exist in the wild as well. Wanker et al. (2005) described

speckled parrotlets (Forpus conspicillatus) as having ref-

erential calls for social companions and family members.

The term ‘‘referential’’ could, however, mean ‘‘signature’’

here, as in individuals reference one another using signa-

ture calls. Given the requirements of comprehension and

production for true referential use of a label, we leave

Wanker et al.’s claim to interpretation.

Pepperberg has also documented Alex’s ability to gener-

alize concepts, another language-related similarity between

parrots and humans. After initially learning labels, Alex was
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taught the word ‘‘want’’ so that he might differentiate between

naming and requesting. In addition, he generalized this to

novel objects (Pepperberg 1988). That is to say, rather than

learning new phrases (e.g., want peanut, want water), Alex

appended ‘‘want’’ to new object labels as needed.

Parrots can also learn object classes, and can verbally

distinguish when an object is a member of two different

classes (e.g., ‘‘blue’’ and ‘‘round’’ as part of the classes

‘‘color’’ and ‘‘shape;’’ Pepperberg 1999). Although chil-

dren do, of course, eventually gain this understanding,

object class learning is a very hard skill for them to master,

and young children often have a much harder time learning

the second label for an object than the first (Liittschwager

and Markman 1994). Parrots can learn labels for classes of

objects (Pepperberg 1983), and, under learning conditions

similar to that of children, parrots eventually engage in

mutual exclusivity of two labels for the same object, (e.g.,

an object is both a ‘‘truck’’ toy and ‘‘blue’’ color, Pepper-

berg and Wilcox 2000).

The current study used the human language model

hyperspace analog to language (HAL) to examine the

vocalizations of one home-raised African Grey parrot,

Cosmo, for evidence of segmentation and speech patterns

like those found in language-learning children. The char-

acteristics of parrot vocalizations discussed above—par-

ticularly the ability to understand class—make the HAL

model a valuable and appropriate tool for this type of

analysis. HAL is a high-dimensional model which provides

a method for the contextual analysis of language (Burgess

1998; Lund and Burgess 1996) by using word order in

sentences to compute a measure of contextual similarity,

called global co-occurrence, between words in a particular

body of text (i.e., a corpus).

Global co-occurrence is one of the two types of co-

occurrence that can be identified within a corpus. Local co-

occurrences are ‘‘geographically’’ related, that is, they

occur in the same sentence, and they are easily discovered

by conditional probabilities. For example, the words cat and

dog in the sentence I have a cat and a dog could be fairly

readily identified as related because they appear closely

within the same sentence. However, cat and dog can also

show a global co-occurrence pattern. For example, the

sentence I have a cat might occur in one paragraph, while I

have a dog might occur much later in another. In this case,

the words would not be identified as related as there is no

local co-occurrence due to the ‘‘geographic’’ distance

between the sentences. However, HAL would identify a

global co-occurrence, as both words (cat and dog) occur

contextually with the phrase I have a. This is a more

sophisticated relationship between words, and also makes

the two words substitutable within a certain broad context

(i.e., the context of ‘‘pets’’). This is not to say that a cat and a

dog are the same thing, but rather than they are the same

type of thing—a pet. In an alternative example, the words

street and road do not co-occur locally (an individual would

not say Make a left on that street and road), but do have

global co-occurrence (directions might read make a left on

that street, and then ten lines later, make a left on that road).

The contextual similarity of street and road would not be

identified by a local co-occurrence procedure. While much

valuable information can be obtained from local co-occur-

rence models, they do not capture higher-order contextual

Table 1 Definitions of relevant terms from the study of human language

Term Definition Example

Contextual

substitutability

The ability of two words to serve the same general purpose in a

sentence; for purposes of this paper, this is generally

synonymous with global co-occurrence.

I have a pet cat.

I have a pet dog.

Make a left on that street.

Make a left on that road.

Fast mapping Word learning during first exposure to an object which leads to

an association between word label and object.

Encountering a ball for the first time, and learning to label it

‘‘ball.’’

Full mapping Word learning which leads to deeper understanding of the

referential relationship between word label and object.

Upon hearing the word ‘‘ball,’’ conjuring a mental image of

a ball and understanding the image represents a physical

object.

Global co-

occurrence

Two words which are likely to occur in the same context, but

not within the same sentence.

Turn on that road.

[much later]

Turn on that street.

not—Turn on that road and street.

Local co-

occurrence

Two words which are likely to occur in the same context and

the same sentence.

I like macaroni and cheese.

Mutual

exclusivity

Conceptualizing that one object has one name or label

associated with it. This helps children learn new labels.

In a paired choice of a ball (known object) and a box (novel

object), correctly pointing to the box when asked, ‘‘Which

one is a box?’’
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relationships among words because they do not encode

words in this broader, substitutable sense (Burgess 1998;

Lund and Burgess 1996).

Global co-occurrence values in the HAL model are

calculated using a sliding window which assigns a local co-

occurrence value to each pair of words in the window

based on the number of intervening words. By encoding

these values, a matrix is created in which adjacent words

are awarded the highest possible value for a particular

window size (equal to one less than the number of words in

the window), and values decrease by 1 for each intervening

word (see Fig. 1a). Co-occurrences between a particular

word and those which precede it are encoded in the rows of

the matrix, while those that follow the word are encoded in

the columns. These calculations continue across the corpus,

creating a matrix which is X by X, where X is equal to the

number of distinct words in the corpus (see Fig. 1b).

By including local co-occurrence values for words

occurring both before and after a target word, the HAL

model provides a contextual perspective beyond condi-

tional probabilities or measures of entropy which only

encode co-occurrences in one direction (Buck and Tyack

1993; McCowan et al. 1999; Suzuki et al. 2005, 2006).

Once a matrix is formed, each word can be represented by

a vector comprised of its row local co-occurrence values

and its column local co-occurrence values (see Fig. 1c).

The 2 * X number of elements which comprises each

vector yields a high-dimensional space of 2 * X dimen-

sions, thus simulating the global contextual environment.

These vectors can be visualized and grouped by using

(a)

(b)

(c) 

Cosmo wanna go for a walk

Cosmo 0 0 0 0 0 0

wanna 5 0 0 0 0 0

go 4 5 0 0 0 0

for 3 4 5 0 0 0

a 2 3 4 5 0 0

walk 1 2 3 4 5 0

Vector for “wanna” = 5 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  5  4  3  2

Row co-occurrence 
values

Column co-occurrence 
values

5

Cosmo wanna go for a walk

“walk” is preceded by “go” with two words in between, so a value of 3 (5-2) 
goes in the cell for “go” in the “walk” row.

“Cosmo” is followed directly by “wanna,” so a value of 
5 (the highest possible at window size 6) goes in the 

cell for “Cosmo” in the “wanna” row.

3

0
“walk” is not followed by any other words, therefore all 

values in the “walk” column are 0.

Fig. 1 a Sliding window

process used by HAL to create

global co-occurrence values for

the phrase Cosmo wanna go for
a walk. In this example, the

window size is 6 (actual

window size used in the analysis

was 3). b HAL matrix for the

phrase Cosmo wanna go for a
walk. Co-occurrences between a

particular word and those that

precede it are encoded in rows,

while those words which follow

it are encoded in columns.

c Resulting co-occurrence

vector for the word wanna in the

matrix for the phrase Cosmo
wanna go for a walk. To create

vectors, row co-occurrence

values are followed by column
values
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either multi-dimensional scaling or hierarchical cluster

analysis. The placement of words in these visualizations is

a function of the similarity of their contextually driven

vectors, that is, of their global co-occurrence rates, and

words that are used in similar contexts will cluster in the

visual output (see Fig. 2, note that for clarity the example

provided is from a human dataset).

The distinct advantage of the HAL model is that the

existence of global co-occurrence in language appears to be

a complex skill associated with higher-order cognitive

processes. Most statistical language models only address

word order and therefore cannot be used to distinguish

cases in which global rules underlie sentence structure.

HAL uses the text input to bootstrap rules which would be

sufficient to create the text, and the simplest hypothesis is

that those rules were in fact used to create it. Therefore, if

the model produces sensible output, we conclude that the

input was created by the rules the model generates.

Analysis of Cosmo’s vocalization patterns was carried

out with two goals. The first goal was to use the co-

occurrence methodology to determine whether Cosmo

learned speech as individual vocalizations (i.e., words and

nonword sounds) or entire phrases. If Cosmo learned

individual vocalizations one at a time, she would have to

string them together to form the multi-utterance phrases in

her repertoire—some of which are eight utterances long

(see Table 2). Learning individual vocalizations would

therefore indicate that Cosmo has a very workable pattern

of global co-occurrence in her vocalizations—meaning that

words could be used within an overall (i.e., global),

inherently substitutable, context. A simple phrase such as

Cosmo wanna talk, could be permuted to Cosmo wanna

whistle, Betty Jean wanna talk, Cosmo wanna shower, and

so forth, via simple substitution from a set of appropriate

words. The ‘‘Cosmo/Betty Jean’’ and ‘‘talk/whistle/shower’’

sets would be deemed part of the global groups ‘‘names of

individuals who live in the house’’ and ‘‘things Cosmo and

Betty Jean do,’’ respectively, and would share a common

context (in this very basic example, the word ‘‘wanna’’),

thus giving them a high level of global co-occurrence.

Conversely, if Cosmo’s repertoire was learned as full

phrases, it would be less flexible on the word/nonword voca-

lization level. However, even if Cosmo’s repertoire was

phrase based, HAL might still detect global co-occurrence

in phrases such as where are you, I’m here, there you are,

and come here given their interchangeable use as contact

calls between Betty Jean (Cosmo’s owner) and Cosmo

(Colbert-White et al. 2011). Lastly, a combination of the

two could be possible, in which Cosmo’s repertoire con-

sisted of standard phrases consistently altered by only one

utterance, for example, that’s birdie, that’s squirrel, and

that’s doggie.

The second goal of the current study was to reveal

changes in Cosmo’s vocalization patterns when her owner,

Betty Jean, was not present. The aim was to corroborate the

results of Colbert-White et al. (2011) via an alternate

methodology. Colbert-White and colleagues defined Cos-

mo’s repertoire using 12 h of transcription in four different

social contexts by manipulating Betty Jean’s physical

presence and ability to reciprocate vocal interaction. Pat-

terns were revealed in Cosmo’s use of her repertoire (i.e.,

rate of vocalizing, number of different vocalizations used,

whether vocalizations were predominately words or non-

word sounds, and use of contextually relevant thematic

content), which demonstrated Cosmo’s vocalizations are

Fig. 2 Clustering of words in a visualization of HAL vectors from a

human speech corpus. Figure from Lund and Burgess (1996)

Table 2 Example units from Cosmo’s repertoire

We’re gonna have company

[Duet whistle] I’m here

Cosmo

Okay dogs we’re gonna go for a walk

Please

I love you [kiss sound]

Wanna peanut

[Telephone ring]

Cosmo go up

[Laugh]

Where are you

Okay time for shower peanut

The generic term unit was used by Colbert-White et al. (2011) to

describe the individual components of Cosmo’s repertoire which

ranged in length from 1 to 8 words and/or nonword sounds. Brackets

represent nonword sounds. Units were sampled from Cosmo’s com-

plete repertoire which appears in Colbert-White et al.
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highly sensitive to social context. Given Colbert-White

et al.’s findings, the current study used an algorithmic

human language model to replicate and expand upon their

social context results by investigating the semantic quali-

ties of Cosmo’s vocalizations in different social contexts.

Method

Subject

The study was based on the vocalizations of a then 6-year-

old female African Grey parrot named Cosmo. Betty Jean

(henceforth BJ) purchased Cosmo from a pet store in 2002

when Cosmo was 5 months old. Although BJ socialized

Cosmo with other humans, BJ was Cosmo’s primary

companion. BJ and Cosmo used a simplified grammar with

limited vocabulary to communicate (see Table 3). Social

interaction with BJ was the sole means through which

Cosmo acquired the melodies, English speech, and non-

word sounds (e.g., kiss noises) which comprised her full

repertoire. For the sake of this study, unless otherwise

specified, the term speech refers to both the word and

nonword sounds which comprise Cosmo’s vocabulary. In

addition, the term word refers to either an English word

(e.g., hello) or a nonword sound (e.g., answering machine

beep) in Cosmo’s vocabulary.

Corpora

The corpora used for all analyses came from Colbert-White

et al.’s (2011) corpus dataset. Their transcriptions were

based on hour-long video-taped sessions, which were

combined to create four distinct corpora in varying social

contexts. For the current study, three of Colbert-White

et al.’s social context corpora were used: IN, a context in

which BJ was in the same room as Cosmo and conversed as

normal; OUT, a context in which BJ was in an adjacent

room out of view but conversed with Cosmo as normal;

and AL, a context in which Cosmo was alone in the house

with the exception of two dogs. Only Cosmo’s vocaliza-

tions during each of these three social contexts were

included in the analysis.

Along with English words, Cosmo’s vocalizations also

included a significant number of nonword sounds (e.g.,

songbird imitations, dog barks, telephone sounds). Our

corpora were run with and without Cosmo’s nonword

sounds (in the event sounds conveyed meaning for Cosmo).

‘‘Phrase’’ and ‘‘word’’ (i.e., individual utterance) corpora

were also run. The purpose of this was to determine whe-

ther Cosmo learned her repertoire as single words or as

phrases (I, love, and you vs. I love you, respectively).

Data analysis

HAL parameters

Several parameters can be set when creating a HAL matrix

and vectors. The three parameters relevant to the current

experiment were window size, cut, and limit. Window size

(i.e., the length of the sliding window) controls the number

of words on either side of the target word used in the

calculation. HAL’s default window size (which has been

found to be most appropriate for use with human speech

patterns) is 10. Smaller corpora and/or corpora in which

less sophisticated co-occurrence are expected warrant the

use of a smaller window size (Burgess 1998; Lund and

Burgess 1996).

The cut function removes all words in a corpus which

occur with a frequency at or below the cut level (e.g., a cut

at 3 removes all words that occur only once, twice, or thrice

in the corpus). This removes words for which reliable

conclusions are difficult to draw because of their low rate of

occurrence in a particular text (relative to the other words).

Varying the cut with the size of the corpus evens out cor-

pora by requiring HAL to focus only on, for example, the

top 75 % of the most frequently occurring words.

In human speech, a small subset of words is used more

frequently than a majority of the words in the speaker’s

vocabulary. The limit parameter equalizes frequency from

the top down. In this way, HAL ‘‘looks’’ only at the first

Table 3 Sample dialog between Cosmo and BJ

BJ: Wanna come here

BJ: Here step up

BJ: Now be a good bird stay up here okay

BJ: Please thank you

Cosmo: Wanna kiss

Cosmo: [kiss sound]

BJ: Stay up Cosmo

Cosmo: Wanna come kiss

BJ: [kiss sound] [kiss sound] [kiss sound]

BJ: I love you

Cosmo: Come here

Cosmo: Here I am

BJ: Please

Cosmo: [kiss sound] [kiss sound]

BJ: Okay

BJ: Okay Betty Jean wanna kiss

BJ: [kiss sound] [kiss sound] [kiss sound]

Cosmo: No

In BJ and Cosmo’s simplified grammar, ‘‘stay up’’ means to stay on

top of the perch outside of Cosmo’s cage. Brackets represent nonword

sounds. Throughout the exchange, Cosmo and BJ were in the same

room. This 1-min and 33-s dialog was sampled from Colbert-White

et al.’s (2011) transcriptions
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n number of instances of each word when calculating co-

occurrence, thereby controlling for a frequency effect

(Burgess 1998; Lund and Burgess 1996).

In light of these considerations, the following parame-

ters for each corpus were used initially:

Phrases and nonword sounds – cut 3, limit 10, win-

dow size 10

Phrases and no nonword sounds – cut 2, limit 10,

window size 10

Words and nonword sounds – cut 10, limit 30, win-

dow size 10

Words and no nonword sounds – cut 5, limit 30,

window size 10

The parameters were higher on ‘‘words’’ corpora because

they were, by definition, significantly longer than the ‘‘phrase’’

corpora. Window size of 10 was chosen for all corpora spe-

cifically because 10 is the default HAL setting for human

speech (Burgess 1998; Lund and Burgess 1996), and Cosmo’s

vocalizations are based on human speech. After a preliminary

review of the data, this parameter was reduced to 3.

Visualization

HAL output (vectors) was visualized using Ward’s cluster

analysis (Margoliash and Nusbaum 2009). Ward’s analysis

differs from other cluster analysis methods because it is

based on joining clusters with the goal of minimizing

information loss. This is done by minimizing the error sum

of squares (Aldenderfer and Blashfield 1984; Margoliash

and Nusbaum 2009). Ward’s analysis was chosen because

of its similarity to an ANOVA (i.e., the goal is to minimize

the error sum of squares); additionally, it provided distinct

clusters with clear cutoff points.

Ward’s clusters also provide definitive cluster patterns,

so determination of where to divide clusters is generally

not an issue (Aldenderfer and Blashfield 1984). For better

visualization, clusters were transposed from the cluster

analysis dendrogram to a spreadsheet. Data were then

analyzed with regard to condition and corpus parameters,

and examined for global and local co-occurrences.

Identification of parameters for final corpora

The Ward’s clusters indicated that nonword sounds were an

integral part of Cosmo’s vocabulary. Sounds did not sep-

arate from words; instead, they were incorporated into

clusters according to theme. For example, phone sounds

and phone words clustered together. Given this finding, the

two ‘‘no nonword sounds’’ corpora were excluded from

subsequent analyses.

The cluster analyses at window size 10 were very tightly

layered (i.e., there was little distance on the x-axis between

branches), which resulted in less distinct clusters (see

Fig. 3). This indicated that Cosmo’s repertoire and her

flexibility of use of the words comprising it were less

complex than that of humans; therefore, a smaller window

size was needed to identify cluster patterns. The data were

run again, reducing the window size parameter to 3. These

data showed more independent clusters which were more

easily distinguished from each other.

After these initial determinations, the parameters used

for examining the word and phrase corpora were ‘‘nonword

sounds included, cut 3, limit 10, window size 3.’’

Statistical analysis

Due to the categorical nature of the data and the type of

analyses conducted, very few options were available for

statistical evaluation of results. However, the Mantel test

(Mantel 1967) was used to compare initial proximity

matrices from each of the cluster analyses. This basic

comparison provided support for differences between

matrices across all conditions, as the six Pearson’s r values

(OUT–AL words, OUT–IN words, IN–AL words, OUT–

AL phrases, OUT–IN phrases, IN–AL phrases) were all

between -0.168 and 0.035 (-0.168 B r B 0.035).

Fig. 3 Comparison of window sizes 10 (left) and 3 (right). Window

size 10 has a much more ‘‘layered’’ appearance (i.e., weaker

organization). This makes splitting the clusters a greater challenge.

The samples are from the same dataset but contain different words for

two reasons: (1) the arrangement of the clusters on the vertical axis

often depends on the individual analysis and (2) a comparison

showing a distinct contrast in clustering patterns was desired
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While cluster analysis is an ideal visualization for vec-

tors of the type output by HAL (Aldenderfer and Blashfield

1984), there are no well-regarded statistical methods which

are useful to confirm its accuracy (Dreger et al. 1988;

Saltstone and Fraboni 1990). The most commonly used

method of choosing clustering patterns essentially rests on

choosing a clustering pattern which contains similarities

that appear consistently as the experimenter makes slight

variations within the type and parameters of the cluster

analysis (Romesburg 1984). This was the approach used in

choosing the clustering solutions here.

Data were also visualized as multi-dimensional scaling

(MDS). MDS shows clusters in space and facilitates their

identification (for all MDS, measures of stress were com-

puted and remained low, never increasing beyond 0.62;

stress measures were not available for cluster analysis).

Because the MDS procedure collapses multiple dimensions

into two dimensions, clusters frequently appear to occur on

top of each other. For easier visualization, smaller MDS

plots were created from the full plots using subsets from

each of the conditions. In this way, the noise created by

other themes was eliminated. These smaller MDS plots

always included more than one theme for comparison, so

that clusters could be visually distinguished.

Results

Corpus analyses

Descriptive data for each of the corpora are provided in

Table 4. When the input to HAL moved to phrases, clusters

became more general. At the word level, HAL clusters

showed specific global co-occurrences, whereas at the

phrase level (where there was less clustering), clusters

appeared to be ‘‘topical’’—containing, for example, phone-

related phrases. This indicated that Cosmo learned portions

of her vocabulary as individual words, and subsequently

integrated these individual words into known phrases. The

slight clustering at the phrase level demonstrated that

Cosmo also learned some of her vocabulary as set phrases.

The word level corpus

Overall, the most common of the global co-occurrence

clusters at the word level was ‘‘things Cosmo wants.’’ In the

IN condition, for example (see Fig. 4a), this was repre-

sented by a cluster of the words whi (presumably whistle),

whistle, talk, come, cuddle, shower, and go. All of these

utterances were preceded by wanna in Cosmo’s vocabulary

and thus were interchangeable over the category ‘‘things

Cosmo wants.’’ The word wanna itself did not occur in this

cluster; wanna only occurred locally with the words in the

cluster (e.g., wanna grape, wanna cuddle, wanna shower).

There was also evidence of a ‘‘go’’ cluster in all three

conditions (back, up, for [a walk], in [a car]). In addition,

the IN and AL conditions both contained clusters of non-

word sounds (see Fig. 4b for nonword sound abbreviations

appearing in MDS visualizations). The presence of these

large clusters indicated that nonword sounds were inte-

grated throughout Cosmo’s vocabulary when she was alone

(in other words, the nonword sounds were more likely to co-

occur with the utterances not in their immediate cluster—

‘‘regular’’ words). That is to say, these nonword sounds

occurred across similar contexts (i.e., in global co-occur-

rence patterns), as opposed to simply in large strings (local

co-occurrence). For example, Cosmo may make the sound

of the phone ringing while vocalizing other phone-related

words or while vocalizing contact calls, as opposed to

engaging solely in bouts of phone sounds, dog sounds, and

wild bird whistles, one after the other.

The phrase level corpus

Inputting Cosmo’s vocalizations into the HAL model as

phrases provided a new perspective. The OUT and AL

conditions showed evidence that Cosmo learned some

phrases as whole units, rather than individual words (see

Figs. 5, 6, respectively). Both conditions showed ‘‘dog

walk’’ clusters (e.g., doggies wanna go for a walk, okay

we’re gonna go for a walk), ‘‘phone’’ clusters (e.g., tele-

phone, hello), and ‘‘contact call’’ clusters (e.g., come here,

I’m here). There were multiple permutations of the same

phrase, thus creating synonyms, and, in turn, a global co-

occurrence due to the natural substitutability of synonyms.

Just as street and road are synonymous and would not be

used in the same sentence, we’re gonna go for a walk and

okay we’re gonna go for a walk, or nonword sounds DSS

(dog bark/gruff/howl sequence) and DWS (dog whine/

whimper sequence) served the same contextual purpose.

Less clustering was evident at the phrase than at the

word level, and unlike at the word level, there was no

Table 4 Totals for each corpus

Condition Number of tokens

in final corpus

Number of individual

words/sounds in final corpus

AL, words 2,693 60

AL, phrases 1,185 58

IN, words 4,192 76

IN, phrases 1,609 100

OUT, words 3,929 69

OUT, phrases 2,108 68

A token is an occurrence of a word or sound, regardless of whether it

has occurred before; every occurrence is counted as a token. ‘‘AL,’’

Cosmo alone; ‘‘IN,’’ BJ in the room; ‘‘OUT,’’ BJ out of the room
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evidence of the ‘‘wanna’’ or ‘‘go’’ clusters. This suggests

that words such as grape, shower, for, and back were

learned as individual words and paired appropriately, as

opposed to being learned as stock phrases wanna grape,

wanna shower, go for [a walk], and go back [in cage].

‘‘Nonword sound’’ clusters appeared at the phrase level

as well; however, they were organized by general theme.

‘‘Phone sound’’ and ‘‘dog sound’’ clusters were particularly

evident at the phrase level. This change in context—from

clusters of all nonword sounds to clusters of contextually

themed sounds—suggested a change from using assorted

nonword sounds interspersed with words to, for example,

the use of phone sounds within specific monologues about

the phone.

Context-specific use of vocalizations was apparent. In

the ‘‘contact call’’ cluster in the AL condition,

(b) 

(a) 

Code Description Code Description

AM Answering machine beep LA Laugh

DS Any dog bark, gruff, or howl LS Laser sound

DSS Any dog bark, gruff, or howl sequence MWH Other one-note whistle

DO Door opening creak NWM Other non-whistle sound

DUW Duet whistle OU “Oww” (as in pain)

DW Dog whine/whimper PH Telephone dialing beep 

DWS Dog whine/whimper sequence PHS More than five telephone dialing beeps

KS Kiss sound RI Telephone ring

KSS Kiss sequence WBI Wild songbird vocalization

WW Wolf whistle

Fig. 4 a MDS of vectors from the IN word level corpus using

parameters cut 3, limit 10, and window size 3. Colors were added by

the authors to aid the reader in distinguishing clusters (‘‘go,’’

‘‘wanna,’’ ‘‘nonword sounds,’’ plus two strong co-occurrence pairs).

Words not in these clusters were removed for clarity. Second

instances of the nonword sounds KS (kiss) and KSS (kiss sequence)

were added to convey that these vocalizations belonged in the

nonword sound cluster, and also formed a strong co-occurrence pair

on their own. b Relevant abbreviations for nonword sounds used in

MDS visualizations in Figs. 4, 5, and 6. From Colbert-White et al.

2011

duw_i_m_here

there_you_are

here_i_are

i_m_here
come_here

hello

how_are_you

hi

telephone

bark_woof

Fig. 5 MDS of vectors from the OUT phrase level corpus, with

parameters cut 3, limit 10, and window size 3. Colors were added by

the authors to aid the reader in distinguishing clusters (‘‘dog bark,’’

‘‘phone,’’ ‘‘contact call’’). Phrases not in these clusters were removed

for clarity. Second instances of the words hi and hello were added to

convey that these words belonged to both the ‘‘contact call’’ and

‘‘telephone’’ clusters

dss

dw

ds

dws

woof
we’ll be back

we’re gonna go for a walk

okay we’re gonna go for a walk

doggies wanna go for a walk

how_are_you

i_love_you

we’ll be back be back

Fig. 6 MDS of vectors from AL phrase level corpus, with parameters

cut 3, limit 10, and window size 3. Colors were added by the authors

to aid the reader in distinguishing clusters (‘‘phone,’’ ‘‘dog walk,’’

‘‘dog sounds’’). Phrases not in these clusters were removed for clarity
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vocalizations were restricted to variations of greetings and

goodbyes, as opposed to utterances such as where are you

or DUW (duet whistle) which request or elicit a response

from BJ. Additionally, only two phrases from the ‘‘Cosmo

wants’’ cluster appeared in the AL condition, occurring 16

times out of the 1,185 phrases in the corpus.

Discussion

The current study employed techniques borrowed from

linguistics to assess one African Grey’s vocalization pat-

terns. We aimed to determine whether Cosmo learned her

repertoire in individual words or entire phrases and to

provide a more detailed method for assessing the contex-

tual usage of vocalizations under different social situations.

The appearance of clusters at the word level provides

strong support that Cosmo learned portions of her vocab-

ulary as individual words which she substitutes to create

phrases. For example, the ‘‘things Cosmo wants’’ cluster

(talk, go, shower, cuddle) occurred only in the word level

corpus, showing that these words are substitutable with

respect to what Cosmo wants. However, if Cosmo had

learned speech as multi-word phrases, substitutability

would have been apparent at the phrase level as well, and

there would be a corresponding phrase level cluster con-

taining phrases such as Cosmo wanna talk, Cosmo wanna

go, Cosmo wanna shower, and Cosmo wanna cuddle.

Instead, clusters at the phrase level were composed of

phrases more likely to have been learned as whole entities.

Such phrases do not offer opportunities for permutations as

the ‘‘Cosmo wanna’’ cluster’s phrases do. For example,

Cosmo does not have in her vocabulary individual words

that can be appropriately substituted into phrases like

doggies wanna go for a walk or we’ll be back soon.

Therefore, it is logical that she would learn these vocal-

izations as phrases, but would not use them in a global co-

occurrence context.

As noted by Colbert-White et al. (2011), Cosmo’s

vocalizations were highly contextually appropriate. The

AL condition provided some additional details which we

interpret as possible evidence for Cosmo’s cognitive abil-

ities. With regard to the lack of a ‘‘wanna’’ cluster, it is

important to note that while the cluster was absent from

HAL’s output, the words themselves (i.e., peanut, go)

occurred in the corpus. However, because the words did

not occur in the ‘‘wanna’’ context, there was no cluster; for

example, Cosmo may have said we’re gonna go for a walk

in this condition, but not wanna go for a walk. This usage

pattern was unique to the AL condition, and we believe it

may be indicative of Cosmo’s awareness that wanna begins

a request and therefore requires the presence and response

of a social partner. In addition, as previously mentioned,

the words contained in the ‘‘contact call’’ cluster varied

between the AL and OUT conditions. In the AL condition,

the cluster was composed of one-sided farewells and

greetings such as hello and goodbye; in the OUT condition,

the cluster was composed of calls which required a

response, such as where are you. This difference suggests

several possibilities: (1) the existence of the cluster of

phrases made of greetings and farewells is evidence that

Cosmo is aware that being alone is connected to BJ coming

and going and constructs her vocalizations accordingly

(i.e., in a contextually relevant manner), (2) Cosmo

understands that being alone is a distinctly different context

from when BJ is in home but in another room, and (3) that

Cosmo extrapolates from BJ’s absence that BJ will not

respond to contact calls. If Cosmo had no understanding of

meaning in her vocalizations, there would have been no

motivation for her to avoid those phrases that required a

responsive social partner. While phrases can be directly

associated with specific contexts, the opposite—in which

the lack of a phrase is associated with a context—is a more

complex scenario and shows a higher degree of awareness.

The data provided support for Colbert-White et al.’s

(2011) results and suggest awareness on the part of Cosmo

of when BJ is and is not present to respond to her demands,

to reprimand or reinforce her, or to engage in conversation

with her. Their study provided evidence of similar situa-

tional awareness after comparing the IN condition to a

Company condition during which BJ and ECW talked

together in the room with Cosmo but ignored her, a con-

dition not analyzed in this study. In the Company condi-

tion, Colbert-White and colleagues found Cosmo solicited

vocal interaction much less frequently than in the IN

condition, but did solicit physical interaction (e.g., wanna

cuddle) proportionally more often than in the other social

contexts. The authors hypothesized that after becoming

aware she was being vocally ignored, Cosmo may have

modified her solicitations to request an alternative form of

interaction.

In a similar vein, the OUT condition showed strong

‘‘contact call,’’ ‘‘dog,’’ and ‘‘phone’’ clusters (see Fig. 5).

Contact calls were specific to BJ—they almost always

elicited a response in which BJ whistled back to Cosmo or

verbally identified her location; for example, calling out

I’m here (Colbert-White et al. 2011). This may have been

Cosmo’s attempt to contact her ‘‘flock,’’ as duetting calls

are used by wild parrots (African Grey, Cruickshank et al.

1993; Yellow-naped Amazon, Amazona auropalliata,

Dahlin and Wright 2012; Wright 1996). In addition, Cosmo

routinely interacted with BJ’s dogs. We presume dog

contact calls, such as the barking sounds Cosmo makes, are

intended to attract the dogs’ attention.

This study, despite the limitation of a single subject,

provides considerable insight into the cognitive abilities of
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an African Grey parrot. Researchers are often criticized for

drawing conclusions based on only one subject. However,

Triana and Pasnak (1981) and later Lloyd (2004) assert the

value of the single-subject ‘‘power study’’ with the claim

that if one member of a species demonstrates a particular

behavior, the required capabilities are within the realm of

the entire species (i.e., the species possesses the appropriate

neural/physiological/cognitive structures), regardless if

other individual members have developed these capabili-

ties into useful (or even demonstrable) skills. In addition,

the success at demonstrating a particular capability may be

independent of training method or the artificial nature of

the environment; variables such as these can be accounted

for after initial capability has been established (Hauser

et al. 2007). As a result, although a power study is inap-

propriate for comparisons of abilities, it provides confir-

mation of the existence of said abilities (Triana and Pasnak

1981).

It is an understatement to say that more research is

necessary before any definitive conclusions can be drawn.

The possibility, however slim, remains that all of these data

stem from an abundance of associative processes; that

Cosmo has mimicked higher cognitive processes via the

association of a large variety of contexts and phrases. This

is unlikely given the diversity and the phrases and co-

occurrences found; however, we cannot completely dismiss

the possibility. Further consideration must also be given to

whether Cosmo is speaking referentially. In fact, this

‘‘symbolic grounding’’ is a known issue with HAL and

similar models, even in ‘‘normal’’ language (see Burgess

2000 for a discussion). However, we have shown through

quantitative measurement that at least one African Grey

parrot’s vocal repertoire includes global co-occurrence

clusters. In humans, global co-occurrence is indicative of

advanced language abilities and complex cognition. In

addition, evidence of global co-occurrence has been iden-

tified recently in humpback whale song (Megaptera no-

vaeangliae; Kaufman 2010; Kaufman et al. 2012). Taken

together as empirical support for a specific degree of

complexity in communication in human and nonhuman

animals, this may be evidence for a degree of higher

cognition. The results of this study not only contribute to

the numerous parallels between human language and parrot

speech use, but also continue the budding body of literature

which adapts linguistics methodologies to assess the lan-

guage-like behavior in nonhuman speakers.
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